In 2015, our 15th year protecting, enforcing and advancing victims’ rights, we celebrated courtroom and legislative successes, partnered with amazing advocates and attorneys, and stood in awe of survivor strength. We also worked to identify the key elements of justice so that our path to a better future would be clearer. In doing this work we identified at least 18 elements, including victim voice, privacy, protection, dignity, respect, notice, restitution and speedy disposition. Importantly, we also identified that a key element of justice is YOU – our community – fighting side-by-side every day so that every crime victim has every right honored in every case. We are grateful to each of you for your partnership and we look forward to the year ahead as we continue our fight to secure each element of justice.
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OUR WORK IN NUMBERS

WORK PERFORMED

58
Case Consultation

19
Training

13
Victim Intake

8
Amicus

2
Public Policy

RIGHTS PROTECTED

PRIVACY 19%
PROTECTION 18%
RESTITUTION 8%
PRESENT 5%

FAIRNESS 17%
HEARD 9%
ACCESS 12%
OTHER 12%

NCVLI
Attorney
Case Hours
3,987

139
LEGAL MATTERS

31
Jurisdictions

205
Victim Intakes

Over 2,400 trained
including 300 military

ONE HUNDRED FIFTY-EIGHT
VOLUNTEERS & SUPPORTERS PROVIDING

$122,000 IN DONATIONS & IN-KIND SUPPORT

Trainees

Advocates
Attorneys
Victims/General Public
Medical & Mental Health Professionals
Law Enforcement
Students

15th ANNUAL CRIME VICTIM LAW CONFERENCE
tinyurl.com/ncvliconference
Because **PRIVACY** is critical to accessing justice, we fight to ensure victims have control over their private information whether that information is in a diary, medical or counseling records, cellphones, court records or social media.

**KANSAS:** A survivor of domestic violence sought a restraining order to protect herself and her children from her abuser who was charged with attempted first degree murder. The defense moved to depose the victim in the restraining order proceeding. Based upon the victim’s protection rights, the victim’s attorney, with NCVLI’s assistance, successfully opposed the deposition!

**CALIFORNIA:** Armed with arguments crafted by NCVLI, including that a victim’s rights to access justice, to due process and to fairness require that retained counsel be allowed to be present, a trafficking victim’s attorney succeeded in overcoming law enforcement’s objection to her presence during their interview.

**OREGON:** Through training on restitution and supporting the ongoing efforts of prosecution in a human trafficking case, NCVLI helped secure an order of nearly $55,000 for a trafficking victim!

**WISCONSIN:** Years after a criminal case ended, an assault victim discovered that simple Internet searches disclosed the court’s opinion that included personal information. The victim’s attorney asked NCVLI for help moving the court to substitute a redacted opinion and calling upon Internet search engines to remove the original opinion in order to protect the victim’s right to privacy.

**LEGAL WORK**

**DIGNITY, FAIRNESS AND RESPECT** are foundational to victims’ ability to meaningfully participate in the justice process.

Whether it concerns release conditions, protective orders or limits on discovery, **PROTECTION** is a key element of justice.

Victims of crime should not bear the economic burden of crime. Fighting for full and timely **RESTITUTION** for every victim, including recovery of security system costs, moving expenses, shelter costs, future lost income, counseling costs, attorney fees and much more, is part of our daily work.

**IMPACT**

“**NCVLI’s Conference . . . was a life-changing experience. . . . It gave me connections and inspiration.”**

“**Best webinar I have ever attended. Engaging, extremely informative and gave me a lot of the answers I have been asking myself over the past three years.”**

“**Words cannot express how deeply grateful [we are] for your hard work. Your research and memo will help many of our clients. Thanks so much!”**

“**We are so fortunate to have access to a legal think tank that can provide research, answer questions, and help us make the best policy choices for victims and survivors of crime.”**

“**It was one of the best trainings I’ve ever attended. I learned so much that I can take into court with me.”**

“**I can’t tell you enough times how grateful I am for your leadership . . . and the work you all do. It is the difference between feeling totally alone in the ocean vs. knowing you have a safe harbor and defenders within reach.”**
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THANK YOU TO OUR COMMUNITY

SUPPORTERS
Amy Adams
Carolyn Alexander
Anonymous (2)
Valenda Applegarth
Madison Armstrong
Scott Bass
Claudia Bayliff
Marissa Behringer
Sara Behrman
Kelsey Benedick
Susan Bexton
Brenda Birdline
Jennifer A. Brobst
David Bryant
Sarah Buel
Aaron Buzawa
Rebecca Campbell
Daniel Carter
Lindsey Childers
James Clark
Vicki Cohen
Jovana Combs
Anné-Beit Condit
Afton Coppledge
Carma Corcoran
Greg Cote
Carl Davis
Shelbi Day
Jennifer Egelseer
Anne P. DePrince
Shirley Didier
Jeff Dion
Valerie J. Dodini
Anna Dunham
Leslie Edenhofer
Carma Corcoran
Caitlin Egeck
Randy Ellison
Hazel Flores
Annette L. Folwell
Alicia M. Fuller
Ann Garvin
Joan Garvin
Kathleen Garvin
Michael Garvin
Susan Garvin
Dmitriy Golosinskiy
Cindy Hahn
Gen. Richard Harding
Dianne Barker Harrold
Claire Harwell
Bridge Harwood
John Holley
Susan Howley
Carrie Hull
JeanAnn Hurst
Sasha Hutchings
Chasen L. Hutchinson
Bobbie Isaacman
Sean Kallery
Candice M. Kane
Steve Kelly
Peter Khali
Katrina Kilgren
Dustin Koubal
Joan F. Krey
Jennifer Kristiansen
Daniel Laffitte
Josh Lamborn
Maria Lopez
Thomas Lowinger
Benjamin Lull
Megan Mackey
Donna Maddux
Brittney J. Marshall
Barbara A. Martinez
Carin Mateyko
Ian C. Maxwell
Joan Meier
Cassandra Mercer
Therese Michaud
Rachel Monaco-Wilcox
Brigitte Montgomery
Jack & Dian Morby
Mike & Penny Moreau
Kathleen Morris
Elizabeth Morrison
Rose Mukhar
Mike Mullen
Hon. Hardy Myers
Heidi A. Naasko
Henry T. Nicholas
Peter Nickerson
Ted Occhialino
Sammiey Olsen
Ellen O’Neill-Stephens
Fumi Owowo
Margery Patten
Lori Peters-Merkel
Janelle Peterson
Kolean Pritner
Rich Wilson
Marilyn Podemski
Christina M. Price
Roy Pulvers
Hon. Ron Reinstein
Natasha Richmond
Nicholas Rischiotto
Mark & Janine Robben
Bethany Roberts
Cara Rose
Lauren Rosenblatt
Allison Rowe
The Samuel S. Jackson Foundation
Lynn H. Schafran
Marguerite Schauer
Courtney Session
Cari Simon
Cynthia Stinson
Toni Strutz
Gwyn Styarfyr
Keiko Sugisaka
Brett Suydam
K. Richard Tait
Amy Terrible
Linda & Steve Thalberg
Stan Thalberg
John P. Todd
Trystan Nash Shelly
Legacy Fund
Damele Tudor
Stephanie Turner
Randall Udelman
Sherilyn Holcombe Waxler
Bruce Weersing & Ronnie Wilson
Doug & Denise White
James White
John Wilhelm
Nicole Wilkes
Chris Wilson
Chris Wyrostek
Jerry Yager
Tung Yin
Yung-koh Yin

EVENT SPONSORS
Crew Janci LLP
Davis Wright Tremaine LLP
Law Office of Michael L. Fell
Patricia Frobes & Richard Smith
Henry T. Nicholas III Foundation
Holland & Knight
Joan F. Krey
Law Office of Josh Lamborn
Law Office of Erin Olson, PC
Lewis & Clark Law School
Maloney Lauersdorf Reiner PC
marsys law for all
Murder Victims’ Families for Reconciliation
O’Donnell Clark & Crew LLP
Oregon Department of Justice
Perkins & Company

Perkins Coie LLP
Verizon Foundation

LOCAL & CO-AMICI COUNSEL
Michael Andrews
DC Crime Victims’ Resource Center
Kristi W. Arth
Connor M. Blair
Jessica Jernigan-Johnson
Edmund S. Sauer
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP
Amal M. Bass
Terry L. Fromson
Carol E. Tracy
Women’s Law Project
Javietes N. Boudreau
Christiana L. Signs
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Leah Brannon
Anna Karass
Alyssa Scruggs
Lauren Snyder
Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP
Colleen Clase
Arizona Voice for Crime Victims
Proloy K. Das
Rome McGuigan, P.C.
Sasha Drobnick
Joan S. Meier
DV LEAP/George Washington University Law School
Nicole Fidler Nielson
Stacey J. Rappaport
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP
Caitlin K. Hawks
Sawitt Brice & Willey LLP
Tara Lawrence
Lawrence Law Office, PC
Alison B. Prout
Michael B. Terry
Bondurant, Mixson, & Elmore, LLP
Randall Udelman
DeFusco & Udelman, PLC
Elizabeth Well
Justice League of Ohio

INTERNS
Katelyn Bonn
Hannah Israel
Courtney Kielh
Whitney Magnuson
Heather McDowell
Victoria Pugh
Jessica Rhodes
Peter Tinsley
Tegan Waring

*Advisory Council
100% Board & Staff commitment

For a list of our generous business sponsors, visit http://bit.ly/1fnOpGx

YOUR SUPPORT
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Actively promoting balance and fairness in the justice system through crime victim centered legal advocacy, education and resource sharing.

www.NCVLI.org